Abstract. This paper proposes a general method for establishing pairwise correspondences, which is a fundamental problem in image analysis. The method consists of over-segmenting a pair of images into supervoxels. A forest classifier is then trained on one of the images, the source, by using supervoxel indices as voxelwise class labels. Applying the forest on the other image, the target, yields a supervoxel labelling which is then regularized using majority voting within the boundaries of the target's supervoxels. This yields semi-dense correspondences in a fully automatic, efficient and robust manner. The advantage of our approach is that no prior information or manual annotations are required, making it suitable as a general initialisation component for various medical imaging tasks that require coarse correspondences, such as, atlas/patch-based segmentation, registration, and atlas construction. Our approach is evaluated on a set of 150 abdominal CT images. In this dataset we use manual organ segmentations for quantitative evaluation. In particular, the quality of the correspondences is determined in a label propagation setting. Comparison to other state-of-the-art methods demonstrate the potential of supervoxel classification forests for estimating image correspondences.
Introduction
Establishing correspondences between images is a fundamental and important problem in many medical image analysis tasks. To this end, dedicated image registration techniques have been developed and successfully employed in fully automated analysis pipelines [15] . Many of these techniques work best when applied on particular types of images, such as brain scans, where simple initialisation strategies work well. In general settings, however, the images to be registered might capture very different fields of view, as it is often the case in pre-and post-operative abdominal scans. In such settings, establishing an initial alignment can be quite challenging if no prior information is available. It can be beneficial to utilize anatomy recognition and landmark detection methods which provide spatial priors for registration [7] . However, this requires an annotated image database for training. Obtaining a large number of manually annotated images can be tedious, costly and time-consuming.
Contribution:
We propose a general method for establishing initial pairwise correspondences which does not require any prior information or manual annotations. We employ classification forests [2] , but in contrast to previous work class labels for training are generated automatically. Our method consists of oversegmenting a pair of images into supervoxels. We then train a forest classifier on one of the images -the source image -by using its supervoxels indices as voxelwise class labels. Applying the forest on the other image -the target image -yields a supervoxel label prediction for each of its voxels. Majority voting is then carried out within the supervoxels of the target image where each voxel casts a vote as to what the final supervoxel label should be. The final labelling yields correspondences between the supervoxels of the two images. Supervoxels are an ideal representation for semi-densely distributed correspondences relaxing the one-to-one matching assumption between images. Establishing supervoxel correspondences between two images solves the initialization problem for many image analysis tasks such as atlas/patch-based segmentation [4, 8] , registration, and atlas construction.
Related Work: Random forests [2], as a supervised machine learning technique, have found many successful applications in medical image analysis [5, 6, 10, 14] ; this is mainly due to their accuracy, robustness, and scalability. They rely on the availability of labelled images which is contrast to the approach taken here where labels are generated automatically. While traditionally, forests are trained on a database containing many images, recently, the idea of encoding a single labelled image (or atlas) as a forest [14] has been proposed in the context of multi-atlas label propagation. This has inspired our idea of using the atlasforest approach for learning image correspondences from a single source image, which is labelled automatically via a supervoxelisation. Supervoxels -and their 2D counterpart, superpixels -have found many applications in computer vision [9, 12] . They allow the grouping of voxels into locally consistent regions that have similar properties thereby reducing redundancy and computational complexity. Supervoxels are mainly used within segmentation pipelines. We are not aware of previous work that has used supervoxels as label entities in classification forests, in particular, with the aim of establishing image correspondences.
Methods

Problem Formulation
The aim of our method is to estimate correspondences between a set of image regions, i.e. supervoxels. Let I i be an image that is over-segmented into an indexed set SV i = (sv 
